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Abstract
Today in this hyper-competitive business world, Each and every business entity is striving day and night to gain
supremacy over others and few successfully obtained that destiny. Modern business is all about winning the stiff
battle of competition with variety of business weapons and going ahead with making right changes in those
weapons at the right time. Market segmentation and customer focus strategies are certainly two sharp weapons
among those and can contribute profoundly for ensuring vast and fast growth. This article intended towards
finding out the contribution of these two strategies for effective value chain. Explorative and qualitative research
work has been done for achieving that goal. The findings suggests that market segmentation helps organizations
to segment the whole market in an effective way and thus immensely assist in delivering diversified and
customized product and services. On the other hand customer focus strategies also assist firm in great way to
focus on specific customers and make am effective market and customer driven value chain.
Keywords: Value chain, Market segmentation, Customer focus strategies, Organizations
1. Introduction
Business conduction is more challenging than ever before and gaining competitive advantages in the market
place is always the key attribute for sky high success. Every firm strives for that and few successfully obtained
that destiny (Hewitt, 1994). Modern business is all about winning the stiff battle of competition with variety of
business weapons and going ahead with making right changes in those weapons at the right time (Garbarino and
Johnson, 1999). Every business firms are striving hard to find out the best possible weapons to ensure the
competitive edge over the other operators and rivals. Finding out those weapons which are effective than ever
before are never that easy and certainly require a lot of investment in research and development. Firms are
investing a lot in those areas and certainly trying their best to ensure that they have right combination of business
professionals and resources into their armory. Effective resources ensure effective operations and certainly can
provide the firms that desired edge that they are looking for. It is always require having good look for the
business professionals and business researchers to detect which methods and mechanisms are the best possible
business weapons and the most effective utilization of the available resources for each and every firm. Effective
value chain management is without any doubt a very proficient business weapons to have in the armory of every
business organization. It ensures virtually everything for providing sound and better customer value and also
assists to build long term sustainable relationship with the customers (Godsell and Harrison, 2002). As the
concept of the perfect utilization of scarce resources take the center stage in the modern business which is
increasingly becoming very difficult the immense importance of a good value chain gain even more significance.
It is always the key to establish and certainly continue a sound and effective value chain for every firm and
especially for the manufacturing firms’ Modern marketing methods are always key ingredients for establishing a
sound value chain. This article pays close attention to the effectiveness of the two most well established
marketing strategies in the form of market segmentation and customer focus strategies for establishing a sound
value chain for modern business firms.
2. Research Question
The main research question of this study is:
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What is the contribution of market segmentation and customer focus strategies for establishing an effective
value chain?
The entire research work has been done for the successful answering of the above mentioned research question.
3. Methodology
Research methods are always the key for each and every successful research work. It is certainly the base of
every study. The research methods of this study have been established for the successful answering of the main
research question. The main research question involved detecting and investigating the contribution of customer
focus strategies and market segmentation for building and sustaining an effective value chain. In order to answer
the question and finding out the contribution of those two strategies a qualitative research method has been
utilized. A thorough review of the existing literature has been done and also the operation of the world’s leading
and successful business firms also has been monitored. Those firms in the practical world are actually practicing
the customer focus and market segmentation strategy. Data has been collected form different books in the field
of marketing, international business, management, business environment, economics and also from different well
established journal articles. Those data has been processed and evaluated for figuring out the relevant
information for this article and afterwards the derivation of the required information has been achieved. The
entire research analysis has been done my making qualitative data analysis and also with bringing practical
example of the firms. Those things combinedly evaluated the contribution of the customer focus and market
segmentation strategies for establishing an effective value chain for each and every business organization.
4. Conceptual Framework
4.1 The Concept of Value Chain
The term “Value Chain” was first incorporated by Michael Porter in his book “Competitive Advantages” (Hines,
1993). The concept of value chain widely defined as the composition of some inter related value-adding
activities that helps the organization in converting inputs into outputs in an efficient and effective manner and
helping to create and sustain competitive advantages (Walters and Lancaster, 2000 and Hines and Rich, 1997).
In normal cases a value chain consists of five primary activities in the form of: inbound distribution or logistic,
manufacturing operations, outbound distribution, marketing and selling and after-sales services. The value chain
also has four supporting activities as: purchasing or procurement, research and development, human resources
management and corporate infrastructure (Porter, 1985 and Closs et al., 1998). The value chain in essence
interprets the activities of the organization and relates it with competitive strengths and weaknesses in the market
settings (Anderson and Mittal, 2000 and Ballou et al., 2000).
4.2 Value Chain Analysis and Its Importance in Business Success
An efficient and suitable value chain management is always the key for providing best products and services to
the market place (Allnoch, 1997 and Walters and Rainbird, 2004). A typical value chain can be done in few steps.
Those steps consists of firstly, analyzing the value chain of the company itself, then analyzing the value chain of
the customers so that the organization can identify how the product will fit into the value chain of the customers,
then analyzing the value chain of the competitors and finally identifying the potential value added for the
customers through the company products or services (Corbett and Blackburn, 1999 and Gereffi et al., 2005).
From the above interpretation it is very obvious that value chain management is of huge importance for
penultimate business success and growth. It helps organizations and management to set specific strategies and
actions plan to create and sustain organization position and taking best benefit from the market (Agrawal and
Pak, 2001 and Balsmeier and Voisin, 1996).
It not only evaluates the self-positioning and assessment of the corporations but also it reveals the expectations
of the customers and also the current outlook and weapons of the competitors as well (Hines and Samuel, 2006
and Yuan-Jye, and Yu-Hua, 2007). There are different ways and process by which organization maintain
efficient value chain management. Market Segmentation and different customer focus strategies are found to be
the two of the most viable and effective solutions for establishing and maintaining highly performance oriented,
robust and successful value chain management (Bolton, 1998 and Bowersox et al., 1999).
5. Findings and Analysis
5.1 Market Segmentation and Its Importance for Effective Value Chain Management
Market segmentation commonly referred as the process of segmenting market into different homogenous group
(Elrod and Russell, 1982). Those groups tend to react differently to different marketing mix variables and
therefore different strategies and value delivery options are require to establish successful comprehensive value
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chain management (Goller and Kalafatis, 2002). The immense importance of market segmentation resulted from
the virtual reality of the differences in the consumers (Howaldt and Mitchell, 2007). Consumers of a product or
service are no homogenous group and it is the fact that every consumer has individual needs, preferences,
resources and unique behavior (Matzler and Hinterhuber, 1998). The problems faced by the producers are that it
is totally impossible to provide different types of goods for different consumers. Therefore they group the market
into homogenous clusters and segmentation is the most viable way to do it (McDonald and Dunbar, 2004).
However, successful organization converts these difficulties as opportunities and use market segmentation as a
perfect weapon to establish suitable value chain management and gaining the momentum and competitive edge
(Howaldt and Mitchell, 2007).
Segmentation is without any doubt a good business tools but there is no single way to segment the market
(Abratt, 1993). There are four basic ways to segment the market in the form of geographic, demographic,
psychographic and behavioral segmentation. Geographic segmentation consists of variables like region, country
size, city size, density, climate etc. Demographic segmentation consists of variable like age, gender, family size,
family life cycle, income, occupation, education, religion, race nationality etc. Psychographic segmentation
comprises of variables like social class, lifestyle, personality etc. Finally behavioral segmentation consists of
variables like purchase occasion, benefits sought, user status, usage rate, loyalty status, readiness state, attitude
toward product etc (Kotler and Armstrong, 2009, Hunt and Arnett, 2004 and Wedel and Wagner, 1999).
From the definition and structure of the market segmentation variables it is obvious that the process of
segmentation helps the organization to specify the customer group and helps to establish specific product or
service groups. By that way it assists a lot in building specific value chain activities for specific groups and
therefore creates wonderful synchronization in the organization value chain maintenance for each and every
target segments (Hunt and Arnett, 2004). The operation of global giant “Coca-Cola” portrays the significance of
segmentation for operation efficiency. They offer different types of food items in addition to soft drinks in
different global markets according to the customer preferences. For example they sell ready-to-drink coffee in
Japan, curry Pringles crisps in England and funky soy sauce Pringles in Asia. This is the scenario of geographic
segmentation which enables the company to establish suitable value chain in different types of markets
according to customer preferences (Burnell, 1999 and Charles et al., 2000).
Market segmentation is always serves as the basis for customer orientation and differentiation (Haley, 1988).
Therefore organizations can adopt effective value chain plan for target markets. “Tesco”, the retail giant of the
UK has three different types of stores: in big cities as Tesco Metro, in neighborhood as Tesco Express and One
Stop in other small places. It helps the corporation to arrange their product items according to the choice of
different inhabitants of those places and enables them to maintain strong and sound value chain management in
all the places (Tesco, 2006).
Market segmentation is found to be the key for serving customer needs and wants in better ways (Hansotia and
Wang 1997). The highly successful computer manufacturer “Dell” segments its market according to the
customer groups like privates, small businesses, large businesses, public/state organizations. Then they make
group products and that ensures high customer satisfactions as well. Because, there is no doubt in the fact that
private users requires different computers than that of a large business organizations. This type of segmentation
ensures that Dell’s value chain is cost effective and directly linked with customer satisfaction (Oswald and
Michael, 2009).
Segmentation is also helpful in making organization profitable through some changes in the value chain for
different segments and charge more prices for better products or service category (Hauser, and Clausing, 1988).
For instance, “Toyota” introduced “Lexus” the luxury car model and charge higher prices to get more profit from
that as the customers of that’s segments are ready to concede more for luxurious car (Kumar et al., 2006). The
case is similar in airlines industry where world pioneer airlines like KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines) has business
class customers and economy classes where they provide better services to the business class people and obtain
more revenues from them (Reichheld, 2006).
Segmentation also assists in building individual approaches for target segments therefore helps the organization
to keep the customer and also to capture new markets, because without specific focus customers may turned to
market niche players who operates for specific segments (Jenkins and McDonald, 1996). The world giant
“Procter and Gamble” makes “Crest Spinbrushes” with most likable characters of the children for kids segment
and simultaneously it sells more serious models for adults featuring dentist’s suggestions (Oswald and Michael,
2009).
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Market segmentation also enables organization to prioritize among their different market segments and
ultimately helps the organization to put more emphasize on their most profitable market segments (Preece, 2002).
It makes the organizational task easier because by this process companies can give more preferences on the
highly profitable segments by giving the value delivery system more importance in overall the value chain
management of the organization (Preece, 2002). Therefore, makes the value chain more efficient than ever
before. “MTV” always focuses on their main target; the world teenagers. Therefore they make their programs
based on love, crime, homelessness, lack of enough money and working parents. They try to eliminate the
cultural differences and try to make the youths of Brazil, China, India and also of West’s as their audiences
(Kumar et al., 2006).
Segmentation is another great way to make the operation and value chain protected from risks (Rajib et al.,
2002). Global giants like Adidas, Gillette, Toyota, Phillips, Unilever, Toyota, IBM, Apple, Sony, Disney,
Wal-Mart, General Electric, segments their market not only for gaining supremacy and market share but also for
diversification and risks spreading. Segmentation enables them to cover losses and inefficient value chain
management of one places or category from an efficient one (Kumar et al., 2006). For example, during the most
recent economic recession period the sales of Toyota go downward in Europe and in the US but they were able
to cover it from Asia (Oswald and Michael, 2009).
5.2 Customer Focused Strategies and Its Importance for Effective Value Chain Management
While market segmentation process helps organization to segment the total market and specify operation and
value chain management, customer-focused strategies provide the solutions to satisfy the customers of those
segments up to the fullest extent (Cao and Gruca, 2005 and Center of Quality Management Journal, 1993).
Customer focused strategy has been defined as a plan that put all the focus on the needs and expectations of a
particular customer segments and organizations which traditionally follow this strategy tend to emphasize
customer needs above all the phenomenon including the organization itself (Alba et al., 1997 and Treacy and
Wiersema, 1993). From the term customer focused strategy only one conclusion can be drawn. That is customer
is above everything and organization should also do virtually everything to satisfy them. Customer focused
strategies also helps the organization in practicing efficient value chain management in several ways (Charles et
al., 2002 and Claes and Roland, 1997).
Customer focused strategies enhances communications capability of the organizations with its customers and the
corporation become well informed about what customers wants from them (Akao, 1990 and Anderson et al.,
1994). Therefore the organization can create such value chain management which is according to the customer
preference and has the chance to fulfill customer expectations (Verma et al., 1999 and Waller et al., 1999).
In the designing studio of Global Automobile giant “Toyota”, customers come and design car according to their
choice. From that Toyota get comprehensive ideas about the forthcoming consumer’s choice s about car design
and make their value chain according to fulfill customer demand (Lemon et al., 2002).
There is no better advertisement than fully satisfied customers and on the other dissatisfied customers are the
worse (Gummesson, 1996). Satisfaction resulted long term relationship with the customer and it is always the
best for the company if the retention and loyalty rate is high (Taylor, 2005). Customer focus strategy helps
companies to create such value chain which enables them to create and maintain customer loyalty (Gupta and
Lehman, 2003). The world leading petroleum corporation “BP” has more than 1 million interactions with the
customers everyday and for doing so they have 100000 staffs in 100 countries. Those interactions assist the
company to understand what customers want and they build their value chain accordingly (Lemon et al., 2002).
The world giant in this field, the “Royal Dutch Shell” also practices intense customer focus strategies and that is
why also they are so successful (Reichheld, 2006).
Customer focus strategies make the most efficient value chain as it ensures cost effectiveness and less wastage
(Inger et al., 1995). It reduced the inventory costs and also organization require to take less research and
development activities because customers focus strategies ensure free flow of information within customers and
the company (James, 1994 and Zeithaml, 1993). The company understands everything and can operate
accordingly. The leading retailer of the UK the “Richer Sounds” shops always listen every visitor of the store
through a specific card. In that card they write that thanks for your support to make us number one, now tell us
what we should do to maintain this. From the suggestions of the visitors they establish their value chain activities
by correcting the mistakes and problem areas (Naudé and Cheng, 2003).
It helps the organization to build core competencies as customers focus strategies gives clear cut idea and
organization is open to create and manage effective and appropriate value chain strategies. It helps to practice
modern efficient value chain and management activities like TQM (Total Quality Management), BPR (Business
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Process Reengineering), CRM (Customer Relationship Management) etc (Berry, 1983 and Blattberg et al., 2001).
The leading golf equipment manufacturer “Ping” maintain strong database which contains special assembly
instructions for designing golf clubs for each customer and easy replacements as well. When they receive order
they can process it in very fast way in their value chain system. This gives the company an edge in a very
saturated market. They are practicing this CRM and also TQM in their value chain strategies for nearly two years
successfully (Knowles, 2002).
Through the practices of customer focused strategies organizations value chain management also get maximum
chances of highly innovative and most importantly innovative from the customer’s point of view (Gupta et al.,
2002 and Zokaeiand and Simons, 2006). This process ensures innovativeness more appropriate. The main goal is
always to satisfy customers and in that process customers are also taking part to give it more viability (O’Brien
and Jones, 1995).
One of the leading banks of the world the “ING” bank of the Netherlands has developed “Self-serve banking”,
which is highly innovative not because their managements or technical experts have invented that practice rather
it is innovated by the customers. Now it is innovative and simultaneously effective mechanism in their overall
value chain as they were customer focused and that resulted penultimate business success. As a result their profit
soared by 200% last year (Kotler, 2009).
The organization which adopts customer focused strategies in their value chain management believes the
philosophy that “Customers knows the best” (Gustafsson et al., 2005). Therefore their value chain is demand
driven rather than supply driven. It ensures highly effective and appropriate use of the organization value chain
resources for most suitable management practices. It also ensures high success rate and low case of market
failures of products and services (Ross, 1998). The employees of Swedish Ferry “Stena” have the authority to
spend up to 1500 Euros for solving customers problems at any time without management permission. That
makes their customer the real feel of satisfaction every time and makes the organization’s value chain an
efficient one (Lewis, 2005.a).
6. Conclusion
Modern business organizations always have to deal with immense uncertainties and stiff competitions
(Hakansson and Snehota, 1995). Successful dealing with uncertainties and competition requires up to date and
innovative business weapons (Barratt, 2004). Investment in the right places, at the right time and on the right
track is always the key to keep every threat behind and stepping towards desired destiny (Jones and Riley, 1985).
Organizational financial as well as human capital need to be goal directed and invested in appropriate sectors
(Lewis, 2005b). The analysis of different global pioneer organizations reveals that their success stories always
rooted in the areas of identifying suitable opportunities and capitalize those by utilizing the value chain
management perfectly. Global dominators like Nike, Ford, Procter and Gamble, 3M, Hewlett Packard, Google,
Sony, Siemens, Airbus, Boeing, Starbucks, General Motors, Mercedes, Coca-Cola and others, never let the
opportunities go begging (Sherer, 2005). They have utilized those up to maximum extent and one thing is
common in all those organizations value chain management. That common thing is all of them have segmented
markets and they follow specific customer focus strategies for all those segments (Lewis, 2005b). The success
journey of the global leading corporations articulates the huge importance of market segmentation and customer
focus strategies for highly successful value chain management (Anderson et al., 2004). Market segmentation
helps to segment the market and provide the opportunities for differentiation, focus, specific needs fulfillment
whereas customer focus strategies enables the organization to understand customers and provide them what
actually they want (Steenkam and Hofstede, 2002). Successful management of value chain is definitely the key
for long term management and organizational achievement and market segmentation and customer focus
strategies are of huge significance for efficient value chain management without any slimmest of doubt (Lewis,
2005b).
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